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Abstract: The article interconnects the research on welfare attitudes and wel-
fare chauvinism with moral psychology in order to develop an interdisciplinary 
analytical approach designed for studying attitudes to welfare policies and po-
tentially overcoming the divisions prevalent in many European democracies. 
It introduces Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) – an empirical approach to an-
alysing intuitions, reasoning, and emotions constituting moral judgment – and 
outlines its understanding of competing versions of fairness and distributive jus-
tice. The potential contributions of MFT are exemplified on a case study situated 
in contemporary Slovakia which deals with two conflicting conceptions of fair-
ness, as equity and as equality, embodied in the diverging attitudes towards an 
amendment to the Act on the Assistance in Material Need (2013). The article ar-
gues that MFT and related research programmes are irreplaceable components 
in an interdisciplinary study of the plurality of welfare policy attitudes. It also 
highlights the transformative potential of MFT and related research programmes 
in devising interventions aimed at changing (political) attitudes to welfare and 
reducing their polarisation.
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INTRODUCTION

Attitudes to welfare policies divide populations in many European countries. 
The main aim of this article is to develop an interdisciplinary analytical ap-
proach to studying these polarising differences in public opinion and over-
coming their destructive divisiveness, which can potentially fuel the agenda of 
extremist political programmes. The article brings together, at the conceptual 
level, two interdisciplinary approaches – welfare attitudes research and moral 
psychology, which continue to ignore each other’s findings although there is 
much they can learn from each other. Welfare is a multifaceted term and plays 
a crucial role in many research programmes in a variety of social science dis-
ciplines. As Bent Greve rightly notes, understanding welfare “in terms of just 
one discipline would, therefore, be to overlook central aspects of the concept” 
(Greve, 2008).

Thus, in the first part of the article, I focus on welfare attitudes research, 
including that on welfare chauvinism. Its useful analytical tools made it possi-
ble to approach the study of attitude formation, reproduction and change con-
cerning welfare and social policy preferences in a systematic, comprehensive 
manner. It made operational the assumptions on reciprocity, as the main un-
derlying characteristic of fairness, by relating them to a fair distribution of re-
sources in various welfare regimes.

The concept of reciprocity has created a suitable point of entry for intro-
ducing the Moral Foundations Theory (MFT), which I am going to develop in 
the second part of the article. MFT is analytically equipped to refine our un-
derstanding of reciprocity and its relationship to deservingness, proportion-
ality and equity as some of the dominant concepts of fairness.3 I am going to 
argue that analysing the moral foundations of welfare attitudes and prefer-
ences, and especially equity and equality as the main competing versions of 
fairness, brings novel insights into the processes of constitution and reproduc-

3	 An	attempt	to	establish	a	connection	between	two	different	interdisciplinary	endeavours	(such	
as	welfare	attitudes	 research	and	MFT)	 is	 becoming	more	acute	as	psychology,	designated	as	
applied	behavioural	science,	increasingly	takes	the	position	of	a	prominent	source	of	advice	for	
policy	makers	and	public	policy	researchers	(Shafir,	2013).
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tion as well as into the variability and malleability of the divided and polarised 
public opinion on welfare. I am going to exemplify the usefulness of this type 
of insight on data collected in Slovakia. I will demonstrate the analytical instru-
mentality of MFT by linking together the attitudes towards a contested welfare 
provision (e.g., the revised Act on Assistance in Material Need), the variable 
moral foundations of its supporters and opponents and their conflicting intu-
itions about fairness as equity and equality.

Although the divisiveness and polarising potential of conflicting welfare at-
titudes and preferences is an established empirical fact, it can nevertheless be 
overcome. Thus, in the last part of the article, I am going to introduce MFT’s 
potential added value – its yet-to-be-tested transformative potential in shifting 
policy attitudes (including ones toward welfare and redistribution) and in re-
ducing the polarisation of policy preferences.

WELFARE ATTITUDES AND WELFARE CHAUVINISM

The study of moral beliefs and values conditioning the attitudes towards and 
policies of the welfare state could be, with a certain degree of simplification, 
divided into two main types. First, the normative type focuses on underlying 
moral principles of welfare states in order to find the hidden philosophical and 
ethical roots of their economic and social order, so that principles of justice and 
fairness could be thoroughly applied therein (Frey & Morris, 1993; Shionoya, 
2005). Second, the empirical type describes the structural, collective and in-
dividual determinants of attitudes towards welfare policies, with morality be-
ing one of the key explanatory factors in this complex relationship (Mau, 2003). 
Since the cross-country differences in welfare attitudes cannot be conclusively 
explained by national welfare regimes (Arts & Gelissen, 2001), researches 
have focused on finding the plausible explanations in other related factors. A 
wealth of welfare attitudes research has posited that critical attitudes towards 
the welfare state centre around negative views on mis-targeted welfare ben-
efits, and more particularly high levels of overuse, misuse or fraud (benefit 
abuse) as well as underuse (non-take-up) thereof (Edlund, 1999; Ervasti, 2012).

Femke Roosma and her colleagues consider the administrative failure and 
the moral failure in the mis-targeting of welfare benefits as the “weakest 
link in welfare state legitimacy” (Roosma, van Oorschot, & Gelissen, 2014). Neg-
ative beliefs about overuse and underuse of welfare assistance stem from a 
critical perception of moral failure and failed administrative implementation. 
Authors distinguish between substantive justice, which refers to basic legit-
imacy of the welfare state (there is a public support for welfare programmes, 

which are considered to be fair and just), redistributive justice, conceived as 
the fair redistribution of contributions to the welfare programmes, and pro-
cedural justice – “effective and efficient implementation of welfare policies” 
(Roosma, van Oorschot, & Gelissen, 2014, p. 490). Analysing data from Euro-
pean Social Survey, Round 4, 2008/2009 (25 countries, n = 47‚489), they came 
to the conclusion that “underlying attitudes toward mis-targeting can best be 
captured in one normative factor that expresses perception of moral flaws of 
benefit recipients” and one administrative factor representing “perceptions of 
administrative failure or an ineffective targeting by the welfare state” (Roosma, 
van Oorschot, & Gelissen, 2014, p. 504). Normative perceptions of mis-targeting 
are related to structural position – higher levels of employment, health, and 
satisfaction with income correlate with lesser normative perceptions of bene-
fit abuse; and to political ideology – supporters of right-wing political parties 
and movements tend to be more critical of intentional benefit abuse (Roosma, 
van Oorschot, & Gelissen, 2014, p. 500). Jeroen van der Waal and his colleagues 
reached a similar conclusion, finding out that the difference in support of wel-
fare-chauvinistic attitudes between liberal, conservative and social-democratic 
welfare regimes can be more readily attributed to the differences in their in-
come inequality (van der Waal, de Koster, & van Oorschot, 2013).

In contrast, Nam K. Jo, when inspecting the cultural foundations of wel-
fare attitudes, came to a different set of conclusions. According to Jo, the vari-
ance in answers to the notorious moral question of welfare policy, “who should 
get, what and why?”, cannot be satisfactorily explained without taking culture 
seriously. Jo conceives “culture” as a set of trans-situational and “dynamically 
stable” societal values set in “between concrete public opinion and abstract 
basic human values” (Jo, 2011, p. 8). These societal values – religiosity (reli-
gious beliefs and church attendance), traditional ethical values (continuity of 
society and the existing social order), legal permissiveness, tolerance (basis of 
solidarity, cooperation and social cohesion), traditional family values, and op-
timism – create a cultural context for welfare policies. Societal values come 
close to what Clem Brooks and Jeff Manza termed as embedded preferences. 
These preferences about social welfare are complementary factors to eco-
nomic calculations and business cycle development because they are “organ-
ized by reference to the social relations and contexts in which individuals are 
situated. Citizens’ identities, for example, as business managers, lone parents, 
or doctrinally conservative Christians matter to their policy attitudes.” (Brooks 
& Manza, 2007, p. 8) Drawing on data from the European Values Survey and 
the World Values Survey of 1990 and 1999/2000, Jo found out that victim-
blaming perceptions of poverty (respondents choosing “laziness and lack of 
willpower” as the main reason for people’s poverty) have a strong positive re-
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lationship with religiosity and traditional ethical values, and a strong negative 
relationship with tolerance (Jo, 2011, pp. 12–13).

In a similar vein, Daniel Stegmueller and his colleagues attempted to find 
out whether religion (religious attendance and denomination) determines at-
titudes towards income redistribution by the state. Analysing the European 
Social Survey 2002–2006 cumulated data set (n = 79‚679, 16 countries), they 
concluded that both Catholics and Protestants strongly oppose redistribution 
but the strongest effect is not conditioned by church attendance or denomina-
tion per se but by the cleavage between religious and secular individuals 
(Stegmueller, Scheepers, Rossteutscher, & de Jong, 2011). Recognising the Janus-
faced nature of religion as social glue and source of conflict and disagreement, 
historically manifested in the state-church competition, Stegmueller and his 
colleagues conclude that the more polarized the religious/secular division be-
comes, the lower the popular support for redistribution by the state ensues 
(Stegmueller, Scheepers, Rossteutscher, & de Jong, 2011).

The recent decades have seen a rise in critical attitudes towards welfare 
state assistance provisions and some of its recipients, which (in relevant aca-
demic literature) are referred to as welfare chauvinism. In Western Europe, 
immigrants or citizens of foreign descent became the so-called “new unde-
serving poor” – considered to be less deserving of welfare state assistance as 
the native born, elderly, disabled and unemployed (Bommes & Geddes, 2000; 
van Oorschot, 2006). Populist political parties in Western Europe increas-
ingly adopt welfare-chauvinistic positions, criticizing mainstream parties 
for supporting “undeserving” immigrants at the expense of “native” popula-
tions, whose decades-old welfare certainties are being reduced and redefined 
(Schumacher & van Kersbergen, 2014). Although there is great variance be-
tween individual cases, the general pattern speaks of gradual adoption of the 
welfare-chauvinistic political agenda by mainstream political parties (Schu-
macher & van Kersbergen, 2014). These negative attitudes can be viewed as 
part of a broader opposition among European populations to granting civil 
rights to legal immigrants – a phenomenon of ethnic exclusionism explained 
by perceived ethnic competition, as posited by the Ethnic Competition Theory 
(Scheepers, Gijsberts, & Coenders, 2002). It is important to add that in many 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe, where the immigration rates come 
nowhere close to the ones in Western Europe, a different population category 
became the sole target of welfare-chauvinistic attitudes – the Roma (Stew-
art, 2012). From the American point of view, other authors refer to the spread 
of welfare-chauvinistic agendas as “playing the race card”, which seems to 
equally befit of the Central and Eastern European context in which the “ra-
cialized” ethnicity of Roma populations plays an important part in the for-

mulations and attitudes supporting the welfare-chauvinistic political agendas 
(Schmidt & Spies, 2014).

Researchers usually distinguish between two basic types of welfare chau-
vinism: soft chauvinism, based on beliefs about lesser deservingness of im-
migrants compared to native citizens, and strict chauvinism, informed by 
an opinion that immigrants should be excluded from any welfare state pro-
vision (Svallfors, 2012a). Tim Reeskens and Wim van Oorschot refer to prob-
lems with finding popular support for welfare programmes that have been 
introduced in the times of cultural homogeneity as a “New Liberal Dilemma” 
(Reeskens & van Oorschot, 2012). Analysing the data from the fourth wave 
(2008/2009) of the European Social Survey they found weak support for the 
strict version of welfare chauvinism and strong support for its soft version – 
conditional access to welfare state provision only after becoming citizen, being 
employed and paying taxes. This “merit” principle remained significant event 
after the authors controlled for the varying diversity of populations in the 27 
European countries compared.4 The finding that “the idea of reciprocity – that 
one should first make contributions to the welfare state before having entitle-
ments – is less affected by immigration” points in the direction of fairness un-
derstood as equity: reciprocal and proportional cooperation of more-or-less 
equal actors (Reeskens & van Oorschot, 2012, p. 132).

The concept of reciprocity helps us to understand how the expansion or 
contraction of the redistributive role of the state comes about, providing us 
with insight into the motivational predispositions of attitudes to welfare pol-
icies (León, 2012). Borrowing the model of homo reciprocans from experi-
mental economics, Francisco José León set out to explore how the feelings of 
reciprocity and associated norms influence the popular support for the redis-
tributive role of the state. Using two ordinary least squares (OLS) regression 
models on data acquired by the fourth round of the European Social Survey in 
2008 (n = 35‚368, 22 countries), León clearly demonstrated that variables asso-
ciated with “reciprocity” are better predictors of support for the redistributive 
policies of welfare states than the ones associated with self-interest (the key 
concept of the homo oeconomicus model) (León, 2012). The homo reciprocans 
operates on the assumption that fairness and reciprocity are fundamental 
motivators of human behaviour.5 Summing up the wide array of experimen-
tal research, León provides a set of basic traits of homo reciprocans:

4	 A	 low	 significance	of	 ethnic	diversity	 in	 explaining	 varying	degrees	of	welfare	 chauvinism	was	
also	corroborated	in	another	study	(van	der	Waal,	de	Koster,	&	van	Oorschot,	2013).

5	 This	 claim	 is	 supported	 by	 research	 findings	 in	 evolutionary	 psychology	 and	 hunter-gatherer	
studies	(Petersen,	Sznycer,	Cosmides,	&	Tooby,	2012).
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“(a) She favours the distribution of goods geared at meeting basic needs.

(b) She is generous but her generosity is conditional.

(c) She favours recipients of help who are considered to be ‘deserving’. What 
makes people deserving is: (1) previous contributions, especially effort and 
social valued work, (2) not being responsible for their own needy situation, 
and (3) their capacity to arouse a well-grounded expectancy on their kind-
ness in future interactions.

(d) She cooperates with those who also cooperate. She reacts against those 
who violate cooperative norms.

(e) She cares about the fairness of the process and the result of redistribu-
tion.

(f) She is committed to a balance between burdens and rewards in social ex-
change, which leads her to meritocracy, but usually takes equal division as a 
reference point too.

(g) Experimental results also point to a more problematic feature of the 
homo reciprocans model: all these tendencies correlate strongly and nega-
tively with the social distance between interacting individuals.” (León, 2012, 
pp. 200–201, italicized by the journal)

The concept of homo reciprocans sheds light on the role of fairness and reci-
procity in creating psychological motivations, which consequently become rep-
resented in (chauvinistic) welfare attitudes. In order to account for the sheer 
empirical variety of “fairness” – why different people, groups and institu-
tional environments may perceive and utilise fundamentally different versions 
of fairness and related notions of social (distributive) justice – I must turn to 
empirical moral psychology, or more concretely to Moral Foundation Theory. 
Moreover, keeping in mind that various above-mentioned scholars identified 
income inequality, religiosity, traditional ethical values, political ideology, and 
cleavages between religious and secular worldviews as powerful factors re-
lated to welfare attitudes, it might be revealing to find out whether these rela-
tionships can be further illuminated by moral psychological research and such 
findings can be effectively translated into impactful interventions.

FAIRNESS AS EQUITY AND EQUALITY IN 
MORAL FOUNDATIONS THEORY

The study of morality in political science and other social sciences has long 
been approached in a normative fashion. Its explicit prescriptive orientation 
was conveyed in questions such as “What is a right thing to do for a public offi-
cial to remain impartial?” or “What should fair distribution of public resources 
be like?” (Rawls, 1971). In contrast, the moral psychology approach I am going 
to introduce has a clear descriptive focus. Instead of asking what is right, fair 
or just, it concentrates on the individual (and less often group and societal) 
level of variance in moral convictions and values. A simple observation that 
various people moralize in different ways led to the development of a num-
ber of theories and measures which could capture the observed differences in 
moral judgments and moral reasoning (Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008).

Arguably the most prevalent approach nowadays for measuring the indi-
vidual-level differences in moral judgements is the Moral Foundation Theory 
(MFT). Developed by Jonathan Haidt and Craig Joseph in 2003, MFT had de-
vised a Moral Foundations Questionnaire, a validated measurement tool for 
variances in moral judgement with a significant ability to predict political at-
titudes and ideological positions (Haidt & Joseph, 2004; Haidt, Graham, & Jo-
seph, 2009; Iyer, Koleva, Graham, Ditto, & Haidt, 2012; Koleva, Graham, Iyer, 
Ditto, & Haidt, 2012). I am going to introduce two metaphors borrowed form 
Haidt, which should make the following brief characterisation of MFT reader-
friendly and comprehensible to the degree required for the purpose of this ar-
ticle.

The first metaphor, which likens moral foundations to taste buds, ex-
plains the plurality of moral judgements. Human beings share the same taste 
buds to establish the taste of the food they consume. There are five basic gus-
tatory sensations (tastes) – sweet, salty, sour, bitter, and savoury. Yet the food 
we consume is by no means subject to one universal gustatory standard. A 
soup one finds too salty is not salty enough for another and as human beings 
organised in groups we even developed cuisines to establish vernacular gus-
tatory standards, which are often quite different from those of our “next-door” 
(tribe, country) neighbours. Roughly the same applies to our moral tastes or 
moral judgements. We refer to the same concepts but our perceptions and jus-
tifications behind them can be strikingly different. Since the variety of moral 
judgements can exist at individual, collective and even mass-scale level, there 
are number of psychical, physical, relational, organizational and environmental 
factors which might explain it (Haidt, 2012). Haidt introduced the so-called so-
cial intuitionist model (SIM) to account for the role played by our innate moral 
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intuitions and external social factors shaping our moral judgements (Haidt, 
2013a). Together with colleagues, Haidt developed the Moral Foundations 
Questionnaire (MFQ) to measure the individual variance in five moral foun-
dations: care/harm, fairness/cheating, loyalty/betrayal, authority/subversion, 
and sanctity/degradation (Graham et al., 2011; Graham, Haidt, et al., 2013).6 As 
Table 1 indicates, each moral foundation has its evolutionary roots, which be-
came adapted for a current set of cultural triggers and which are accompanied 
by a relevant set of emotions. Amassing a vast amount of data, Haidt and his 
colleagues were able to relate the moral foundations of respondents to their 
religious beliefs, political attitudes, and ideological preferences (Iyer, Koleva, 
Graham, Ditto, & Haidt, 2012; Koleva, Graham, Iyer, Ditto, & Haidt, 2012; Gra-
ham, Nosek, & Haidt, 2012). They identified a “moral gap” between American 
liberals and conservatives (Ditto & Koleva, 2011). Liberals responded more 
strongly than conservatives to questions related to the moral foundations of 
care/harm and fairness/cheating. On the other hand, conservatives scored sig-
nificantly higher on the remaining three moral foundations of loyalty/betrayal, 
authority/subversion, and sanctity/degradation. Overall, American conserva-
tives had higher total scores on all five moral foundations, which lead Haidt to 
conclude that in terms of value orientations there is a clearly discernible “con-
servative advantage” (Haidt, 2012).

6	 Haidt	and	his	colleagues	later	devised	a	sixth	moral	foundation	–	liberty/oppression,	which	was	
supposed	to	explain	the	juxtaposed	understandings	of	fairness.	I	will	pay	attention	to	this	issue	
in	the	upcoming	section.

Table 1	 The	five	moral	foundations

Care Fairness Loyalty Authority Sanctity

Harm Cheating Betrayal Subversion Degradation

Adaptive 
challenge

Protect	and	
care for 
children

Reap	benefits	
of	two-way	
partnership

Form 
cohesive	
coalitions

Forge	
beneficial	
relationships	
within	
hierarchies

Avoid	
contaminants

Original 
triggers

Suffering,	
distress, or 
neediness 
expressed	
by	one’s	
child

Cheating,	
cooperation,	
deception

Threat	or	
challenge	
to	group

Signs	of	
dominance 
and 
submission

Waste 
products,	
diseased 
people

Current 
triggers

Baby	seals,	
cute cartoon 
characters

Marital	fidelity,	
broken	vending	
machines

Sport	
teams, 
nations

Bosses, 
respected	
professionals

Taboo	ideas	
(communism,	
racism)

Characteristic 
emotions

Compassion Anger,	
gratitude,	guilt

Group	
pride,	rage	
at traitors

Respect,	fear Disgust

Relevant 
virtues

Caring,	
kindness

Fairness, 
justice,	
trustworthiness

Loyalty, 
patriotism,	
self-
sacrifice

Obedience,	
deference

Temperance,	
chastity,	piety,	
cleanliness

Moral 
Foundations 
Questionnaire 
(examples of 
questions)

It	can	never	
be	right	to	
kill	a	human	
being.

Justice	is	the	
most	important	
requirement for 
a	society.

I	am	proud	
of my 
country’s	
history.

Respect	for	
authority	is	
something	all	
children	need	
to	learn.

People	should	
not	do	things	
that	are	
disgusting,	
even if no one 
is	harmed.

Source: Haidt (2012, p. 125). Bottom row was added by the author

The second metaphor explains the asymmetric relationship between intuition 
and reasoning in moral judgment. It speaks of an elephant and its rider in or-
der to represent the duality of human cognition and moral judgement (Haidt, 
2005). It identifies with dual process theories of cognition in recognising Sys-
tem 1 or intuition, which is automatic, uncontrolled, effortless, associative, 
fast, unconscious, and skilled; and System 2 or reasoning, which is reflective, 
controlled, effortful, deductive, slow, self-aware, and rule-following (Kahne-
man, 2011). The elephant replaces the horse as the usual riding animal in order 
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to highlight the fact that human judgement is largely intuitive and that rea-
soning only comes second. According to Haidt’s model, when confronted with 
an opportunity for moral judgement, we arrive instantly at most of our judge-
ments by intuition and only afterwards employ moral reasoning in the form of 
ex-post justifications (Haidt, 2005; Haidt, 2012).

The presumed dominance of intuition over reasoning in moral judgement 
became the subject of fierce criticism (Greene, 2013; Bloom, 2013), which I am 
going to introduce in greater detail in the last section. In the upcoming sections 
I am also going to argue that moral foundations are not only valuable analytical 
tool for understanding the underlying mechanisms of the formation of political 
attitudes (including welfare attitudes), but can also the become potential basis 
for an effective shifting of these attitudes.

In order to exemplify how instrumental the knowledge about moral foun-
dations can become for a more insightful understanding of the roots of divi-
sive and conflicting welfare policies, I turn to research conducted by me and 
my colleagues. In autumn 2013, we set out to explore the moral foundations of 
the so-called general public in Slovakia and of representatives of Slovak non-
governmental organisations (NGOs) which pursue human rights agendas (Fin-
dor, Maďarová, & Ostertágová, 2015). The sample included 298 respondents, 77 
from NGOS and 221 from general public. Table 1 contains a basic description of 
the sample.

Table 2	 The	moral	foundations	of	the	general	public	and	NGOs	in	Slovakia

Age Gender

Min. Max. M
(SD)

Women Men Other

Total 18 74 38.8
(−12.6)

57% 43% 0%

General 
Public

18 74 40.5
(−0.9)

52% 48% 0%

NGOs 22 61 33.9
(−1.1)

71% 28% 1%

M	–	mean;	SD	–	standard	deviation

Source: Findor, Maďarová, & Ostertágová (2015)

We utilised a Slovak version of the Moral Foundations Questionnaire (MFQ) 
which we had developed earlier (Findor, Maďarová, & Ostertágová, 2014). The 
respondents answered 6 questions related to each moral foundation using a 

six-point scale, where a higher score indicates stronger sensibility towards the 
corresponding moral foundations. We expected that the two categories of re-
spondents targeted would score differently on MFQ. We awaited that represen-
tatives of the human rights NGOs pursuing a liberal/left agenda would gain low 
scores on the conservative moral foundations of loyalty/betrayal, authority/
subversion, and sanctity/degradation. The data7 presented in Figure 1 and Ta-
ble 1 indicate that our findings replicated the survey responses from the United 
States. Members of the general public in Slovakia had similar scores to Ameri-
can conservatives while the representatives of human rights NGOs scored very 
much like the American liberals.

Figure 1	 The	moral	foundations	of	the	general	public	and	NGOs	in	Slovakia

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Care/ Harm Fairness/ 
Cheating

Loyalty/ Betrayal Sanctity/ 
Degradation

Authority/ 
Subversion

Liberty/ 
Oppression

General Public NGOs

Source: Findor, Maďarová, & Ostertágová (2015)

7	 Please,	see	Findor,	Maďarová,	&	Ostertágová	(2015)	for	a	detailed	description	of	the	data	set.
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Table 3	 The	moral	foundations	of	the	general	public	and	NGOs	in	Slovakia

Care Fairness Loyalty Sanctity Authority Liberty

Harm Cheating Betrayal Degradation Subversion Oppression

General 
Public

NGOs General 
Public

NGOs General 
Public

NGOs General 
Public

NGOs General 
Public

NGOs General 
Public

NGOs

M 
(SD)

4.57	
(0.74)

4.64	
(0.70)

4.60	
(0.61)

4.77	
(0.53)

4.03	
(0.62)

3.82	
(0.72)

3.84	
(1.00)

2.59	
(0.83)

3.73	
(0.80)

2.80	
(0.73)

0.72	
(0.68)

1.83	
(1.00)

F 0.511 4.844* 92.161*** 95.200*** 82.093*** 136.662***

*	p	≤	0.05;	**	p	≤	0.01;	***	p	≤	0.001

M	–	mean;	SD	–	standard	deviation;	F	–	F-test	results

Source: Findor, Maďarová, & Ostertágová (2015)

Besides getting the basic validation data for MFQ, we expected that the two 
categories targeted would have different scores on MFQ and that they would 
also choose different answers in a Political Attitudes Questionnaire (PAQ). PAQ 
contained nine items, one of them measuring attitudes towards revised recent 
amendment of the Act on the Assistance in Material Need (2013) which made 
the eligibility conditional upon fulfilling an “activity/merit requirement” – the 
beneficiaries were expected to work for public/community projects in order to 
receive the assistance. Figure 2 presents a striking difference in attitudes to-
wards the conditionality of assistance in material need. 75% of respondents 
form the general public agreed with the statement that “only those individuals 
who are actively making an effort to improve their situation should be eligible 
to claim assistance in material need”, while 80% of the respondents from hu-
man rights NGOs agreed with the statement that “all individuals should be el-
igible to claim assistance in material need because it is the duty of the state to 
guarantee minimal conditions for survival and human dignity”.8

8	 These	response	alternatives	may	not	appear	equivalent	–	they	do	not	seem	to	be	equally	justi-
fied.	A	closer	examination	reveals	that	the	former	is	justified	by	activity	of	the	beneficiaries	while	
the	 latter	 is	 justified	by	 the	duty	of	 the	state	 to	guarantee	minimal	conditions	 for	survival	and	
human	dignity.

Figure 2	 Attitudes	to	the	conditionality	of	assistance	in	material	need	in	Slovakia
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Source: Findor, Maďarová, & Ostertágová (2015)

The small size and non-representative character of the sample prevent anyone 
from making far-reaching conclusions, although the uncovered differences are 
significant: Pearson’s Chi-square test result is 81.1789, the P value is 0, and this 
result is significant at p < 0.05.

Coincidentally, in September 2014, FOCUS research agency conducted a 
representative sample survey (n = 1043) for the Milan Šimečka Foundation, in 
which they also asked the respondents about their attitudes towards the con-
ditionality of the assistance in material need. Their survey, presented in Figure 
3, brought similar results as our study: 81% people agreed or partly agreed 
that the recipients should work off their basic assistance (Milan Šimečka Foun-
dation, 2014).
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Figure 3	 Agreement/disagreement	with	the	provision	that	people	in	material	
need	should	work	off	their	basic	assistance
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11%

5%
3%

I agree. People should work off their basic assistance.

I partly agree. People should probably work off their basic assistance. 

I partly disagree. People should probably receive their basic assistance 

without further conditions.
I disagree. People should certainly receive their basic assistance 

without further conditions.

%  of all respondents 

Source: Milan Šimečka Foundation (2014)

These findings relate to previously mentioned concept of homo reciprocans. 
A vast majority of respondents in both surveys agreed with the statements 
about the conditionality of assistance in material need, which stressed the im-
portance of the deservingness of beneficiaries and the principle of reciprocity 
as fundamental for the fairness of the assistance (redistribution). Jesse Graham 
and his colleagues refer to this moral persuasion according to which “rewards 
are distributed in proportion to inputs and deservingness” as the fairness in-
tuition of equity (Graham, Iyer, & Meindl, 2013). Haidt, referring to the same 
fairness intuition, prefers the term proportionality (Haidt, 2012; Haidt, 2013b) 
The minority of respondents who disagreed with the conditionality of assis-
tance in material need made their moral judgements according to the princi-
ple or fairness intuition of equality, which stresses the neediness of assistance 
(redistribution) recipients and the equal opportunity to reach similar out-
comes (Graham, Iyer, & Meindl, 2013; Haidt, 2012; Haidt, 2013b). These funda-
mentally different versions of fairness were the main reason to add another 
dimension – liberty/oppression – to the Moral Foundation Questionnaire to 
capture the fairness intuition of equality because the original dimension fair-
ness/cheating reflected predominantly the fairness intuitions of equity/pro-

portionality (Haidt, 2012). This additional sixth foundation is computed from 
the scores of the original five moral foundations obtained by MFQ (its Slovak 
version as well).

It is important to add that such deservingness judgements, which under-
line our notion of fairness, can have far-reaching repercussions when com-
bined with out-group hostility and ethnic/racial prejudice. As Peter Dráľ 
convincingly demonstrates, the Roma in Slovakia were increasingly repre-
sented as “lazy” in public policy formulation, the media and the political dis-
course (Dráľ, 2009). Dráľ proposes the term “ethnicization of laziness” to draw 
attention to the confluence of ethnic stereotyping and prejudice feeding into 
out-group hostility.

The different moral intuitions about fairness can lead to value conflicts re-
flected in those negative welfare attitudes towards the undeserving recipients 
which build the necessary bulk of public opinion to support the political pro-
grammes of welfare chauvinism. In the upcoming sections I am going to intro-
duce two different approaches to shifting welfare attitudes in more inclusive, 
more equal and less extreme directions.

SHIFTING THE DIRECTION AND REDUCING THE 
POLARISATION OF WELFARE ATTITUDES

By capturing the plurality of moral judgements, Moral Foundations Theory 
might be well positioned to devise interventions to effectively shift attitudes 
towards more progressive welfare policies and provisions. There are several 
studies which provide convincing indications of a promising future trend.

Even though protection of the environment is not among the most pro-
tracted political issues in Slovakia, in the United States environmental attitudes 
delineate one of the most polarising political battlefields. Matthew Feinberg 
and Robb Willer attempted to find out how knowledge of moral foundations 
could convince more people about the need to protect the environment. Since 
environmental issues were viewed in moral terms (care/harm) only by Ameri-
can liberals, they attempted to find out how the American conservatives might 
become more accepting of the protection of the environment. In one of their 
experiments, Feinberg and Willer reframed pro-environmental stances in 
terms of purity (the moral foundation of sanctity/degradation) to which con-
servative respondents were expected to be more responsive. This reframing 
successfully reduced the gap between the environmental attitudes of liberal 
and conservatives and make environmental protection an almost equally ac-
ceptable policy position for both opposite groups (Feinberg & Willer, 2012).
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In a similar fashion, a team of researchers led by Martin V. Day set out to 
explore the viability of shifting a wider array of political attitudes by using 
Moral Foundations Theory (Day, Fiske, Downing, & Trail, 2014). Day and his 
colleagues attempted to discover whether the liberal and conservative moral 
foundation framings of issues (immigration, environment, economic mar-
ket, social programmes, education) would lead to pro-attitudinal (“entrench-
ing”) or counter-attitudinal (“persuasion”) change in the direction of attitudes. 
The “entrenching” hypothesis was confirmed for both liberal and conservative 
stances. Interestingly, the “persuasion” hypothesis was confirmed only for lib-
eral stances – “conservative-relevant moral frames of liberal issues increased 
conservatives’ liberal attitudes” (Day, Fiske, Downing, & Trail, 2014, p. 1559). As 
Table 2 demonstrates, the reframing of welfare assistance (social programmes) 
in conservative moral terms opens up new unchartered territory for reaching 
social accord and legitimacy.

Table 4	 The	liberal	moral	foundation	framing	of	social	programmes

Social Programmes

Harm We	must	prevent	harm	to	those	less	
fortunate	than	us.

Even	poor	people	need	society	to	
care	for	them.

Fairness It	is	only	fair	that	government	
provides	for	those	less	fortunate.

If	we	help	the	poor,	they	will	
reciprocate.

In-group Poor	people	are	loyal	Americans. We	are	all	part	of	the	same	country,	
no	matter	how	much	money	we	
make.

Authority All	people	deserve	respect,	no	
matter	their	income	level.

If	we	respect	poor	people,	they	will	
respect	us.

Purity Every	human	life	is	sacred,	no	
matter	how	much	money	they	
make.

Even	poor	people	are	pure	at	their	
core.

Source: Day, Fiske, Downing, & Trail (2014), Methodology Appendix

Day and his colleagues also presented evidence that reframing conservative 
stances on issues (including social programmes) in liberal moral terms did not 
persuade liberals – the conservative attitudes of liberals did not increase (Day, 
Fiske, Downing, & Trail, 2014, p. 1559).

Table 5	 The	conservative	moral	foundation	framing	of	social	programmes

Social Programmes

Harm Sometimes	social	programmes	can	
be	harmful	because	they	can	prevent	
people	from	helping	themselves.

By	wasting	money,	those	who	
overuse	social	services	harm	the	
overall	system.

Fairness It	is	unfair	that	some	people	take	
advantage	of	social	programmes.

It	is	not	fair	that	some	people’s	hard	
work	gives	other	people	a	free	ride.

In-group Hard	working	citizens	that	support	
themselves	are	loyal	Americans.

Living	off	the	system	is	not	the	
American	way.

Authority Those	who	work	hard	and	fend	for	
themselves	deserve	more	respect	
than	those	who	do	not.

Authorities	should	not	allow	people	
to	live	off	the	system.

Purity Hard	earned	incomes	are	sacred	
and	should	not	be	given	away	by	
government.

The	hands	of	social	services	are	dirty	
with	those	who	live	off	the	system.

Source: Day, Fiske, Downing, & Trail (2014), Methodology Appendix

According to Francisco José León, successful welfare policies should not offend 
our “robust and unchanging dispositions. This is not to give into fatalism, as 
such predispositions do not necessarily imply a particular type of policies. It 
is only a question of accepting factors that constrain us when we want to de-
sign our institutions” (León, 2012, p. 212). Reframing welfare policies in moral 
terms that a majority of the citizens understand does not necessarily lead to fa-
tal acceptance of predisposed moral intuitions. Neither does a counter-attitu-
dinal shift in attitudes necessarily signal the threat of rhetorical manipulation. 
Tapping into moral foundations to improve the acceptability of divisive welfare 
policies can serve as a bridge between different segments of society, helping 
them to undertake the social transformation and yet to remain true to them-
selves, to their “innermost” values and intuitions.

As I mentioned above, Haidt’s elephant rider metaphor was criticized for 
the primacy it gave to intuition in the formation of moral judgment (Bloom, 
2013; Greene, 2013). I am going to mention only two critics of Haidt’s intuitiv-
ism whose work could have implications for designing interventions aimed 
at influencing moral reasoning. Paul Bloom, as a developmental psychologist, 
made a strong case against moral intuitivism by claiming that

“[T]he right theory of our moral lives has two parts. It starts with what 
we are born with, and this is surprisingly rich: babies are moral animals, 
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equipped by evolution with empathy and compassion, the capacity to judge 
the actions of others, and even some rudimentary understanding of justice 
and fairness. But we are more than just babies. A critical part of our moral-
ity – so much of what makes us human – emerges over the course of human 
history and individual development. It is the product of our compassion, our 
imagination, and our magnificent capacity for reason” (Bloom, 2013, p. 218).

For Bloom, moral deliberation and impartiality as prerequisites for moral rea-
soning are directly linked to moral progress. As he asserts, our capacity for 
moral reasoning and deliberation enabled us to make “moral discoveries, such 
as the wrongness of slavery” (Bloom, 2013, p. 207). Bloom champions the idea 
of “educated intuitions” (Sauer, 2012) – that our reasoning capacities can be 
used to navigate our intuitions: “we can use our intelligence to manage our in-
formation and constrain our options, allowing our better selves to overcome 
those gut feelings and appetites that we believe we would be better off with-
out” (Bloom, 2013, p. 130).

In a similar fashion, Joshua Greene, a leading researcher in the field of 
moral cognition, defends in his work the significance of reasoning against 
the dominance of intuitions in moral judgement (Greene, 2013). Like Bloom, 
Greene is a firm believer in the capacities of reasoning, which could be used 
to “confront ignorance” and manage the intuitive drives of our gut feelings and 
judgements. Greene refers to a study by Philip M. Fernbach and his colleagues, 
which is illustrative of how the ignorance and extremity of attitudes can be 
challenged effectively (Fernbach, Rogers, Fox, & Sloman, 2013). The authors be-
gin with an assumption that people usually know less than they think they do, 
especially about complex policy issues. Asking participants to provide a mech-
anistic explanation of a policy undermined their illusion of explanatory depth, 
decreased confidence in their own opinions and most importantly decreased 
the extremity of their opinions. The mechanistic explanation task consisted 
in asking participants how a particular policy works in a causal, step-by-step 
manner. Interestingly, Fernbach and his colleagues did not observe this effect 
when participants were asked to enumerate reasons for their policy prefer-
ences but only when they were asked to generate a mechanistic explanation 
(Fernbach, Rogers, Fox, & Sloman, 2013). The latter could lead to a novel way of 
conducting public discussion and deliberation, one in which the polarised pol-
icy issues (including welfare provisions such as assistance in material need) 
could evoke more moderate opinions and attitudes.

CONCLUSION

In this article I attempted to interconnect two developed interdisciplinary re-
search programmes. The endeavour is just beginning and it remains to be seen 
whether and how the findings of welfare attitudes research on issues such as 
income inequality, the cleavage between religious and secular individuals and 
reciprocity as the defining element of fairness translate into moral foundations 
analysis and thinking about the formation of political and ideological prefer-
ences. I hope I provided some arguments so as such endeavour cannot be dis-
missed easily.

The last two sections of the article discuss the added value of MFT and re-
lated research programmes – their ability to intervene, to shift attitudes and to 
make them less extreme. Both intervention approaches I introduced are com-
plementary. There is no silver bullet for attitude change toward more mod-
eration and inclusiveness. As was clearly visible, effective interventions must 
appeal both to intuitions and reasoning. A less activist reader may wonder why 
there is such a prominent place reserved for interventionist research. A quote 
presumably attributed to one of the parents of social psychology, Kurt Lewin, 
might be of assistance here: “If you want truly to understand something, try to 
change it” (Tolman, Cherry, van Hezewijk, & Lubek, 1996, p. 31). Of course, the 
risks can become high, especially in disciplinary milieus which are much more 
reserved to the idea of intertwining research and social change (intervention), 
compared to social psychology. On the other hand, the better case scenario is 
what another great social psychologist, Timothy D. Wilson, had in mind when 
he devised his “do not ask, cannot tell” principle (Wilson, 2012). We might hap-
pen to understand the inflicted change without having access to all data to 
build a theory comprehensive and robust enough to explain it.
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